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Motivation
In the High-Luminosity LHC phase (HL-LHC)1, the luminosity of the LHC collider
will increase up to 7.5 · 1034 cm−2 s−1
.
Therefore, new algorithmic techniques for data acquisition and processing need
to be explored, in order to prepare a high pile-up environment that will challenge
the current trigger and electronics systems.

The Drift Tube Muon Trigger
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The barrel region of the Muon System is characterized by a low residual magnetic field and a
large area to cover. Drift Tube chambers have been deployed in such region.
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Machine Learning
Machine Learning provides computers with the ability to learn without being explicitly
programmed.
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Supervised Learning

The Trigger system2 is mainly divided into two steps, nominally the
Level-1 Trigger (L1T) and the High Level Trigger (HLT). The Level-1
Muon Trigger is designed to reconstruct muon position and pT, as
well as assign the particle origin in terms of Bunch Crossing (BX).
Each sub-detector has its own trigger: Drift Tubes (DT)3 for the
barrel region and Cathode Strip Chambers (CSC) for the endcaps,
with the addition of Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC) in both regions.
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- Build full muon track, based on local primitives.
- Assign charge, pT
The best 3 muons are sent to the Global Muon Trigger (GMT)

Classification

Machine Learning
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- BX assignment.
- Position and direction estimation.
- Quality of tracks tagging.
Sent to the Barrel Track Finder via
Copper Optical Fibers (CuOF)
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Goal
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A possible solution for a future upgrade of trigger algorithms for CMS Muon Barrel system relies in Machine Learning Techniques, as they make available a selection of several information, coming
from the detector itself, and create models able to accurately predict relevant physical quantities. The analysis presented in this work consists in the creation of several Machine Learning models,
with data coming from Monte Carlo simulations of muon primitives crossing the Drift Tubes, capable of predicting their pT and comparing it with the results coming from the current Level-1
Trigger System.

Keras and Neural Networks
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Training and Validating the model
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The API environment used for the Machine Learning models is
Keras4, a high-level Neural Network API written in Python and
capable of running on top of TensorFlow, CNTK or Theano.
Artificial Neural Network:
The building unit is called neuron, with state aj (t)
The propagation at t + 1 is given by:
Activation function
(relu, sigmoid,...)

Threshold
(tuned during training)

The entire dataset is divided into training and validation sets, in
order to estimate how well the model has been trained. Once
the model is complete, it is tested on a different dataset for
cross-check.

Results
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Loss = penalty for a bad prediction.
In a regression problem:

Compare the predictions made by the Machine Learning model with the Level-1 Trigger algorithm results (currently used in CMS).
Efficiency curves for different pT cuts are shown in the plots below. The red line shows the
Level-1 efficiency curve, while the blue line the efficiency with the predicted momentum.
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Keras Documentation - http://keras.io
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• Test Dataset with ~ 20k
generated muons.
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Dataset Composition:
• Training Dataset with
~ 400k generated muons
(with positive charge).
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On the other hand, above the pT threshold
shown in the efficiency curves, the Machine Learning models achieve ~100% (less high pT
muons identified as low pT than Level-1 Trigger).
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PT resolution comparison

At high values of pT, the performances of the
model predictions begin to decrease (visible
from model predictions plot), probably due to a
low resolution for small bending muons.
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• The efficiency curves show a similar turn-on between Level-1 trigger and Machine
Learning predictions.
• The overall pT resolution improves (histogram shown above).
• These models may benefit from higher statistics: better results may be achieved
with lower losses and higher efficiencies.
Outlook: test the model with high energy muons (up to 1TeV) causing e.m. showers;
prediction of other physical quantities (phi,eta,...); HW implementation and so on...
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